To whom it may concern

Dalmine, May 29, 2009
Amended on November 30, 2009

Subject: REF542 Obsolete Notice.

Dear All,

We would like to inform you that REF542 is going to move to the Obsolete phase of its Life Cycle from January 1, 2010 as per attached policy (page 2). ABB product life cycle policy covers all Power Products, defines the overall support policy for the entire product life cycle and covers support activities.

The product has been launched in 1993 and therefore a consistent part of the relevant electronic components can hardly be found on the market nowadays with a very critical effect on the product availability. For this reason we are pleased to announce a last buy opportunity, valid from now and up to December 31, 2009. We strongly recommend that all REF542 customers take advantage of this time migration program offer. We are experiencing a strong customer response to this program so act fast to reserve your manufacturing slot. Contact your local ABB account manager to answer any question you may have. **Spare parts may still be available later on but we cannot guarantee their full availability and all possible variants.**

Retrofit solution is also available as per page 3 description.

This note is not applicable to REF542plus.

For further information we remain at your disposal with.

Best Regards,
Marco Egman
Service Product Manager

Notes: amendment text in **blue** italic characters.
# Product Life Cycle

## Active
- Released for sale
- In full manufacture by factory
- Actively promoted in assigned markets
- Available to all customers
- Fully supported both technically and via after sales network
- Periodically enhanced through R&D or product improvements

## Restricted
- Product is no longer promoted by the sales force (6 months after new product release)
- Product will be phased out
- 12 months prior to any "Manufacturing End" declaration, ABB will announce the phase out
- Product still available for sale - mainly for expansions of existing systems, supply under frame agreements, in case of space constrains, required functionality not yet covered by the new product, license agreements
- No further enhancements and development maintenance
- Production continues in factory or might already be outsourced

## Legacy
- Product is withdrawn from sales and no longer promoted by the sales force
- Retrofit and Service support continues through the responsible hub but may diminish over time with decreasing installed base
- Price increase (e.g. due to lower volume, vendor component costs, etc.)
- There are no further R&D or design activities on the product
- Product is no longer manufactured by factory

## Obsolete
- Product withdrawn from sales
- Product that is no longer owned by ABB due to divestments
- Product where manufacturing capability is no longer possible
- No longer manufactured as a complete product; only component spares and retrofit solutions available

## Obsolete Notice
- Manufacturing End
- Last Buy
- Release for Sale of Phase in product

---
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REF542 retrofit solution

REF542 can be replaced with REF542plus and the use of an adaption kit.

One of the main differences between REF542 and REF542plus is the mechanical assembly: REF542 is a sole device while REF542plus is composed by two split units (main device and remote human machine interface connected together with a communication cable).

The retrofit kit consists of a metal frame which allows combining the two units in a single case and perfectly replacing an existing REF542. No any mechanical modification of the auxiliary door compartment is required.

REF542 and REF542plus human machine interfaces are very similar and therefore site operators can easily approach the new devices with a short introduction to the product.

Minor wiring adjustments are needed with respect to current and voltage transformers and sensors terminals while all remaining REF542 plugs fit REF542plus sockets.

All REF542 software features are fully covered by REF542plus. REF542plus protection functions firmware is the improved version of REF542 and therefore all existing parameters can be set into the new device.

Configuration files are not compatible and therefore new files must be drawn up with the use of REF542plus programming tool. Originally produced REF542 configuration files cannot be converted into REF542plus ones automatically.

Estimated average retrofit time is two working days: one for the office work to re-build the configuration file and one at site to replace the units and make all the necessary adjustments and tests.

Retrofit example pictures. REF542plus with retrofit kit has replaced a REF542 onboard a MV switchgear.